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Dick packed caravan with gear and
journeyed to Port Macquarie to take in
the sights and, no doubt, indulge in a
spot of fishing and the like _ _ _ On
the other hand we have a tale of woe-
Perce Brown all set to enjoy his break,
was smitten with an illness and spent
his holidays at home, sick!

The way they are going it might be
a good thing for Sulphide Welfare
Cricket Club to conscript Bernie
Berthold into their ranks, From what
we have been told he couldn't see
past sixes recently!!

Several of our members, Harry Esler,
Andy Fotheringham, Mick Maxwell
and Gerry Roberts are, from the look
of things, taking their bowls seriously
this season, taking their bowls seriously
diligently "rolling them up" on the
green after work To give you a
slant on the deadly earnestness of the
boys' intent, Andy claims that noises
emanating from the precincts of the
bowling green should be suppressed and
quietness reign when a man is bowling,
as these sounds break his concentration

_ . oh brother!!!

Sulphide Welfare Cricket Club is not
doing so well in this year's competition,
and neither for that matter, is Joe
Robertson apparently. We haven't
heard any reports of good performances
with the ball by Joe as yet .
Perhaps old age is catching up.
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Carpenters are used to being "in a
jamb" we know, but we do think that
Jack Elliott was carrying things a little
too far when he was using Bob Nettle's
toes as a fulcrum to lever up platform
boards at No. 4 Mill recently! . . . .
To those within earshot and not know-
ing the cause, Bob's cries of "Jackie,
Jackie!" sounded like a welcome to
an aborigines' convention!

To Bill Thomas of the Concrete
Gang we extend our heartfelt sympathy
on the death of his wife recently, and
also to Jack Elliott on the loss of his
mother.
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